
BIRD BRAINED MITTENS
By Amy King 

For the Spinning and Weaving Association

If you've ever made feather yarn you may have noticed that some feathers have prickly shafts.
Even if you were to spin it in well, often over time one works it's way a little loose enough to be
needling. This would make such a yarn not so good for normal mitten cuffs.

Sizes:  Average Womans
Yarn/Fiber:  Bulky 2 ply handspun for the main mitten part (about 3-4 ounces of Natural BFL –
90 yards) and Bulky 2 ply Feather yarn ( about 3 ounces of Juniper BFL from Spunky Eclectic
plied with natural guinea feathers and sparkling crochet cotton – about 75 yards)
Spinning Specs: The singles were Z spun at a ratio of  9:1 – plied at the same ratio S twist.
For specifics on Feather yarn, please see hints at Knitting Daily TV or in the book “Spin
Control” by Amy King.
Gauge:  3 spi, 5rpi
Needles: US 9 double points.   
Tools:  darning needle for kitchenering and weaving in ends

Pattern : 
Using CC, CO 32 sts,  Join in the round without twisting and marking the beginning of round. Work 4

rows stst



R5: K1, K2tog, K to last 3 sts, SSK, K1.

R6-8: Work stst

Work the last 4 rows 3 more times. (24sts)Continue to work in stst until your work measures 4 inches

from the CO edge.

Change to MC.  Work 4 rows even.

Right Mitten:

R1: K1, PM, KFBF, PM, Work to the end of round.

R2: Next round, Knit all sts. Slipping markers as necessary.

R3: Next round, K to marker, SM, Kfb, K to 1 st before marker, Kfb, SM, Knit to the end of round.

**Work rows 2 and 3 until you have 9 sts between the markers. Work 2 rows even. Next round K to

marker, Slip off marker, Slip the next 9 sts onto a holder, slip off marker, M1, Knit to the end of round.

You are now back to 24 sts. Work until mitten measures just one row over the tip of the pinky finger.

Decrease for the top.

R1:K1, K2tog, K6, SSK, K2, K2tog, K6, SSK, K1. (20sts)

R2: Knit all

R3: K1, K2tog, K4, SSK, K2, K2tog, K4, SSK, K1 (16sts)

R4: Knit all

R5: K1, K2tog, K2, SSK, K2, K2tog, K2, SSK, K1 (12sts)

R6: Knit all

Kitchener the stitches together. Line it up the first 6 with the last 6 so that the top of the mitten is correct.

Left mitten:

Work second mitten up until the Designation for Right mitten

R1: K to last 2 sts, PM, KFBF, PM, K1

R2: Next round, Knit all sts. Slipping markers as necessary.

R3: Next round, K to marker, SM, Kfb, K to 1 st before marker, Kfb, SM, Knit to the end of round.

Continue working as right mitten starting at **

Thumb: Work Both mittens the same:

Pick up  and knit 10sts working in the round. Work 2.5 inches of stst or the length you need (which is

the length of the wearer's thumb). Next round: K2tog around. Break yarn leaving a long tail – using your

needle, pull this tail through the remaining stitches, pull them together tightly and fasten off. 

Weave in all ends.

Standard Abbreviations: BO=Bind off, CO=Cast on, K=Knit, K2tog=Knit 2 together,  LHN=Left hand needle,
M1=Make 1 stitch,  P=Purl, PSSO=Pass slipped stitch over and off needle, RHN=Right hand needle, RS=right

side, SKP=Slip1, Knit1, PSSO, SSK=Slip1, Slip 1, pass back to LHN, K2together, STS=Stitches,
STST=Stockinette, TBL=through the back loop, WS=wrong side, YO=Yarn over
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